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Best-in-class steel wheel refinishing 
with powerful corrosion protection.

WHEELS REFINISHED BY

™



Is Improper Wheel Maintenance Putting Your Fleet at Risk?
Maintaining the pristine appearance and performance of your steel wheels can get expensive, especially if you’re refinishing them 
every 18 to 24 months.  Wheel refinishing can be a high-cost issue for fleets, and finding high quality wheel refinishers is no easy task.  

It’s not simply a matter of applying a coat of paint.  The wheel coating process is critical to provide the correct paint thickness on the 
mating surfaces of wheels.  There is a well defined correlation between wheel nut torque loss and excessive paint thickness.

Many refinishers don’t take the necessary care in handling the wheels during their refinishing process.  It may be made of steel, but the 
wheel and its coating should be handled carefully to prevent the nicks, scratches and cracks that provide the exposure to corrosion.
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Accuride Quality.  Accuride Assurance.  
For those who want an OEM coating on their refinished steel wheels, Accuride has the 
answer.  Our advanced Steel Armor™ coating combats corrosion with its revolutionary 
technology and superior finish. And now with ProFinish™ from Accuride, Steel Armor™ 
is available on steel wheels refinished by Accuride. 
 
Switch to the ProFinish™ process and Accuride will apply our Steel Armor™ coating on your wheels under the same tight 
manufacturing process tolerances of a new wheel.  We handle ProFinish™ wheels with the same care and attention as 
new wheels, ensuring the correct paint thickness and no nicks, scratches or cracks.

Contact your Accuride sales representative for 
program details and how to order.

Stop rust where it starts
Steel Armor’s powerful combination of improved edge–enhanced epoxy e-coat and exclusive new powder coat further enhances both 
sharp-edge and general corrosion performance. 

Steel Armor™ coating 
technology contains the 
growth of corrosion by 
blocking rust at the point of 
entry when gouges, chips, 
scrapes and scratches 
expose the metal.

Most refinishers apply 
one single powder coat 
over untreated bare metal.  
This is weak protection 
that allows rust to spread 
underneath the paint and 
across the wheel’s metal 
surface.

There’s no comparison
Which would you prefer?  To contain corrosion  - or risk unchecked deterioration of your steel wheels? 

Warranty
Accuride warrants ProFinish™ steel wheels to be free of rust damage for twelve (12) months from the date of refinishing indicated on the 
wheel.  Review the complete warranty to understand the coverage and ensure you qualify for ProFinish™ warranty eligibility.
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19.5 x 7.50 22.5 x 7.50 22.5 x 8.25 22.5 x 9.00 24.5 x 8.25
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